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Nowadays, along with the deeper implementation of democratic administration and the 
reform of the administrative power operation mode, the administrative contract is valued by 
the administrative organ increasingly.The administrative contract disputes also increase 
immediately.But the substantial law and the procedure norm adjusting the administrative 
contract lack.The standpoint in the theories and the practice field about the 
features,procedure and the relief of the administrative contract are different.The 
Administrative Procedure Law try to draft a document by a particular chapter ruling the 
administrative contract, but the contract extermination procedure not included.The 
judicatory practices much apply to the Contract Law, although the operation conflicting 
with the existence of administrative power .The administrative contract extermination , 
influences the administered party's rights, so the researchs in extermination rule and it's 
review being very necessary. 
There are three sections included in this paper except the introduction .Chapter 1 
compares contract termination and contract discharge,and analyzes the causes of 
administrative contract extinguishment;Chapter 2 analyzes the features and produres of 
administrative contract extinguishment;focuses on the administrative contract termination 
procedure and the administrative contract termination procedure;Chapter 3 laborates six 
judicial review rules about the administrative contract termination . 
This paper maintains tightly lawful administration and protects the administered's legal 
rights.From the public benefits embodied in the administrative contract process, this paper 
distingish adjudicates in advance in the contract discharge and contract fulfilment,and the 
administrative organ shall  run out their power and shalln't be the plaintiff in the 
administrative contract litigation .The full research commences from the comparisons  of 
the civil contract and the administrative contract,the Chinese and Foreign administrative 
contract procedure, with related case materials in recent years , respecting Chinese state of 
the nation, so that to set up the norm about administrative contract extinguishment and its 
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